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The notion of grammatical categories is fundamen-
tal to human language. Humans abstract over in-
dividual lexical items to form grammatical cate-
gories, such as nouns and verbs in English, and this
category membership (rather than lexical identity)
governs the applicability of linguistic rules (e.g.,
nouns can be heads of subjects of a verb). Cate-
gory membership of new words are rapidly inferred
from their linguistic environment: if a speaker of
English hears I saw a blick, it is immediately clear
that blick is a noun. This knowledge about the
novel word’s grammatical category enables speak-
ers to furthermore produce sentences such as We
like the blick and The blick jumped, even though
these new contexts have no lexical overlap with
the context that blick was first observed in. Hence,
the identification of a grammatical category allows
application of rules that operate over that category,
allowing for generalization outside of the context
that the novel word has been observed in (Gómez
and Gerken, 2000).
Can we find evidence of abstract grammatical
categories and category-based generalization re-
sembling humans in pretrained neural language
models? From the perspective of Cognitive Sci-
ence, category abstraction in pretrained neural mod-
els can provide an argument against the need for
an innate bias towards categorization (and pre-
specification of the set of lexical categories) for
learners of language. From the perspective of Nat-
ural Language Processing, it is known that contem-
porary neural models perform well (near 98% accu-
racy) on benchmarks for part-of-speech (POS) tag-
ging (Bohnet et al., 2018; He and Choi, 2019), and
that diagnostic classifiers for probing pretrained
models also achieve similarly high performance
on POS (Tenney et al., 2019). However, it still re-
mains an open question whether pretrained models
can perform category-based generalization using
novel words learned from limited contexts, and
without being explicitly trained to perform catego-
rization. This is also in line with the problem of
out-of-distribution generalization in neural models
of language and efforts to develop benchmarks for
linguistic generalization that humans are capable of
(Kim and Linzen, 2020; Linzen, 2020, i.a.). To this
end, we propose a new method inspired by human
developmental studies to probe pretrained neural
language models, and present experimental results
on BERT-large (Devlin et al., 2019). Our method
does not require training a separate classifier on
top, which lets us bypass the methodological ques-
tions raised in the recent literature on the validity
of using diagnostic classifiers as probes (Hewitt
and Liang, 2019; Voita and Titov, 2020, i.a.).
2 Method
Our method is inspired by the experimental de-
sign of Höhle et al. (2004), in which infants were
familiarized to contexts containing novel words,
and were tested with new sentences that either
obeyed or violated category-based co-occurrence
restrictions using a head-turn preference procedure
(Jusczyk and Aslin, 1995; Kemler Nelson et al.,
1995). We reformulate this study into a probing
task using cloze probabilities: if a masked language
model (MLM) makes a valid category inference
about a newly learned word, it should be able to
assign a higher probability to that word in a novel
context that obeys the co-occurrence restriction for
that category, over a word of a different category.
For example, if the model sees unseen words blick
and dax in contexts that signal distinct category
membership (1), they should be able to make a gen-
eralization that in (2-a), the masked word is more
likely to be blick than dax. On the other hand, in
(2-b), dax should be more likely. That is, we expect
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P (blick | I went to a ) > P (dax | I went to a )
in (2-a) and P (dax | I with some friends) >
P (blick | I with some friends) in (2-b).
(1) a. The blick (Category inference: N)
b. They dax (Category inference: V)
(2) a. I went to a .
(N-expecting: should prefer blick)
b. I with some friends.
(V-expecting: should prefer dax)
Our method involves two steps. First, we finetune
the MLM (with the same MLM objective) on two
signal contexts like (1) that unambiguously signal
the category of the novel word. Second, we test
the finetuned model by comparing the probabilities
of the two newly learned words on multiple test
contexts like (2). We consider the model’s category
inference to be accurate if it assigns higher prob-
ability to the new word in the correct test context
(e.g., higher probability for blick over dax in (2-a)).
3 Experiment
3.1 Data
We constructed the signal and test contexts from
sentences in MNLI (Williams et al., 2018). This
was to ensure that the contexts had different sources
from the model’s pretraining data (Wikipedia and
BooksCorpus). Two signal contexts with one un-
seen word each (w1 and w2)—each context unam-
biguously signaling the unseen word’s grammatical
category—constituted a finetuning set. The two
contexts matched in the number of words and the
linear position of the unseen word from both left
and right. For example:
(3) a. A w1 needs two people. (N-signaling)
b. She w2 at the group. (V-signaling)
For testing, we sampled sentences from MNLI that
contained a word in the same grammatical category
as w1 and w2, respectively, and masked out that
word as in (4). We only selected sentences that
contained a different number of subword tokens
from the signal contexts.
(4) a. Keep everyone else company by sitting
in the [MASK]. (N-expecting)
b. The colonel [MASK] us to a hotel.
(V-expecting)
We applied the above generation method to gener-
ate 6 English datasets that test for the binary dis-
tinguishability between four open-class grammati-
cal categories: Noun, Verb, Adjective and Adverb.
Since we used the automatic parses provided in
MNLI to determine the grammatical categories,
we manually verified the sentences after gener-
ation to rule out parser errors and contexts that
were ambiguous between the two categories be-
ing compared (e.g., John is can be both verb-
and adjective-expecting contexts). Each dataset in-
cluded 2 signal contexts (for finetuning) and 400
test contexts (200 for each category; 50% used as a
development set).
3.2 Model
We applied our method to BERT-large with whole
word masking.1 We used the unused tokens (‘[un-
usedn]’) in the vocabulary of BERT to represent
the novel words. We froze the entire model, except
for the embeddings of the two unused tokens being
used. Hence, we are asking the question: can novel
words be placed in a space that enables category-
based generalization? We finetuned the model for
70 epochs, and selected the test checkpoint based
on development set performance.
3.3 Results
Table 1 shows the generalization accuracy for each
category pair. All accuracy was significantly above
chance (p < .05, one proportion z-test), suggest-
ing that BERT can abstract over grammatical cate-
gories and generalize to novel contexts to an extent.
However, this generalization capacity has limita-
tions in the following two aspects. First, some
distinctions were much weaker than others (e.g., N
vs. Adv.). Second, BERT failed to display rapid
category inference as competent English speakers
often can from even a single exposure. The re-
ported accuracy was only reached after many fine-
tuning iterations—on average 51 epochs with an
initial learning rate as high as 5.2
Effect of embedding initialization. For the ex-
periment reported in Table 1, we had randomly se-
lected two tokens from the 1000 ‘[unusedn]’ tokens
available in the vocabulary of BERT to represent
the novel words being learned. The embeddings
of these unused tokens are randomly initialized
1We used model checkpoints and code provided by Wolf
et al. (2020): https://github.com/huggingface/
transformers.
2We used the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2019) with a constant schedule.
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Cat 1 Cat 2 Acc. Acc.(1 > 2) Acc.(2 > 1)
N V 88.1 87.2 89.0
N Adj. 83.1 86.2 80.0
N Adv. 67.3 63.0 71.6
V Adj. 87.3 85.4 88.4
V Adv. 78.7 80.2 77.2
Adj. Adv. 71.2 60.6 81.8
Table 1: Accuracy (%) of distinguishing two grammati-
cal categories in novel contexts, averaged over five ran-
dom seeds (individual accuracies are shown in the bot-
tom figure). ‘Acc.(1 > 2)’ denotes the accuracy on the
set of sentences where Category 1 should be preferred
over Category 2 (e.g., assigning higher probability to a
noun in a noun-expecting context for row 1), and vice
versa. Column ‘Acc.’ lists the aggregate accuracy.
and remain unchanged during pretraining. To in-
vestigate the effect of the particular choice of the
tokens representing the novel words (i.e., the ini-
tialization of the embeddings), we reran the whole
experiment four additional times, selecting differ-
ent ‘[unusedn]’ tokens for the novel words each
time. The variation in the mean accuracy depend-
ing on the random selection of unused tokens is
shown in Figure 1.
4 Remaining Questions and Future
Work
We proposed a method for testing category-based
generalization in neural language models and tested
BERT-large with this method. Our results show that
it achieves partial success on making such general-
izations. However, the degree of generalization is
still limited. In addition to the weak distinguisha-
bility of some open-class categories, BERT did not
display rapid category inference; it was only able
to achieve the reported performance after many re-
peated exposures to the finetuning examples. As
an immediate next step, we will conduct a detailed
error analysis to investigate whether certain subsets
Figure 1: Variation in the mean accuracy across five
experiment reruns with different ‘[unusedn]’ tokens to
initialize the two novel words being learned. Each dot
represents the mean accuracy of an experiment (i.e., a
single dot corresponds to a single number under the
‘Acc.’ column in Table 1, which itself is an average
over five random seeds).
of test cases pose greater challenges to the model
(e.g., is generalizing across subcategories of verbs
harder than within?).
While our method does test the generalization ca-
pacity of BERT regarding the usage of novel words
outside of the contexts that they were observed in,
further analysis is needed in terms of how the gener-
alization is achieved to elucidate whether the partial
success is driven by abstraction. In its current form,
good performance on our task is a necessary condi-
tion for abstractive generalization but not sufficient.
For instance, we could imagine a scenario where a
model achieves success on generalization without
abstraction by analogy to a single exemplar that
is not part of a subspace representative of the rel-
evant grammatical category. One way we could
tease apart a true case of category-based abstrac-
tion would be by examining whether there exists
a subspace (rather than a single point in space) of
embeddings that gives rise to similar degrees of
success on our generalization task. We plan to con-
duct such analyses in future work. More broadly,
we will explore whether learning biases are needed
for better category abstraction and generalization.
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